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Combating Ebola
in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo

16

Supporting healthy
Smiles in Arnhem
Land

It is their
confidence in
the calling that
God has placed
on their lives that
allows them to
go despite the
hazards.

Brad Bell
President & CEO
MAF Canada

PAGE 8
Re-opening the Ntondo
airstrip in the DR Congo
allows MAF to carry
medical partners and
supplies closer to the fight
against Ebola.

W

MAF takes risk seriously, and we have
robust risk management systems
in place to estimate, monitor, and
manage the very real risks that come
along with our ministry. Ultimately,
we thank God for His remarkable
provision of safety for our staff. We
recently celebrated some amazing
milestones, with Pilot Jason Marsh
completing his 5,000th flight hour
while serving in Papua New Guinea,
and Pilot Michael Dupuis achieving
2,500 safe landings. Those are
noteworthy achievements for any
Pilot, add to that the complexity of the
airstrips that they fly into each day,
and it is truly remarkable!
When I think about the choice our
missionaries make to serve God in
the face of such risks, I am personally
challenged: what would my reaction
be if I was asked to serve in a way that
held similar risks? I hope that I would
respond in the same way our staff do
each day.
I am privileged to support them
in their work. If you are not already
supporting an MAF missionary
financially and with prayer, consider
changing that today. Your donations
help them to continue to reach these
dangerous areas of deepest human
need through their work with MAF!

This spring we welcomed our newest missionaries to the Head
Office in Guelph, Ontario for training. Pictured, right to left, are
MAF Manager of Ministry Partnership, Karen van der Merwe, MAF
missionary Corrine Cadinouche who will be serving in Operatons
and Flight Management in the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
and MAF missionaries James and Kristina Braim who will be
serving in Three Hills, Alberta at the Prairie Aviation Training Centre
(PATC). Join us in welcoming them to the MAF team, and praying
for them as they begin their ministries.

Nuts and Bolts

CEO CORNER

hat we do is
dangerous. There
are many risks our
families face as
they serve around
the world. The risks
associated with flight might be the first
that come to mind as we fly in busy
airspaces and land on some of the most
challenging airstrips in the world. In
some programs, the risks on the ground
can be even greater than those in the air
when political instability, riots, and war
threaten their security.
Currently we have staff in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo
who are flying medical response teams
into the heart of the Ebola outbreak.
When they depart, the plane tires are
disinfected to prevent the transmission
of this deadly disease beyond the current
outbreak zone. The pilots’ temperatures
are also taken upon arrival at the base
before disembarking to ensure they
are not showing any signs of illness.
Our dedicated families continue to
willingly serve in circumstances like
these, despite the personal risk, to reach
people in desperate need of hope and
tangible help.
They are not unaware of the risks. In
fact, many of our Pilots will tell you that
it was the story of Nate Saint, MAF pilot
in Ecuador who, along with 4 others, lost
his life while following God’s calling. It
is their confidence in the calling that
God has placed on their lives that allows
them to go despite the hazards. They
have chosen to serve God in ways that
risk their lives.

MAF Canada welcomes
our newest missionaries

Music under the shadow
on the Lancaster

Over 300 guests attended a fundraiser at the Canadian Warplane
Heritage Museum in Hamilton, Ontario this June. Music was
provided courtesy of the award-winning pops wind ensemble
Windjammers, who performed a retrospective in song that
spanned their 25 years of music excellence. If you would like
to host a similar fundraising event for MAF, please contact us at
events@mafc.org, or visit mafc.org/fundraise.

Investing in the training of
future mission aviators

We are pleased to announce that MAF Canada has taken on management of
the Prairie Aviation Training Centre in Three Hills, Alberta. MAF Canada VP of
Operations and Recruiting, Lowell Deering shares: “MAF Canada was asked
to take over management of the flight training centre being operated by Prairie
College. We felt this was in alignment with our desire to grow future mission
aviators. Our efforts have already born fruit and as of the second week of May,
we expect to have 25 pilots in training there. Please pray for safety and wisdom
from God as we seek to train the next generation of mission aviators to be ready
for the aviation future, while holding on to the missions mandate from our past.”

Where Most Needed. That’s where you’ll find us.
plumpynut
nutrition supplements

MAF operates in the isolated places where no other options exist. The places where MAF
- and the help that only the plane can bring - is truly needed most. From transporting
medicines and medical personnel, to ferrying missionaries and relief supplies like
plumpynut nutrition supplements, your MAF Where Most Needed gift can have a
lasting impact. Call to donate now or visit mafc.org/wheremostneeded to learn more.

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) is a Christian organization whose mission is to fly light aircraft and use other technologies in isolated
parts of the world to bring help and hope to people in need. Since 1946, MAF has been spreading the Good News of Jesus Christ in places
of deepest human need – where flying is not a luxury, but a lifeline. Worldwide, MAF provides over 200 flights a day. Mission Aviation
Fellowship of Canada is a Canadian registered charity (Registration # 12994 2561 RR0001) and is able to issue receipts for income tax
purposes. Financial statements are available on request. Every gift helps! Please mail your gift, visit us at mafc.org, or call us toll-free at
1.877.351.9344. Gifts allocated toward an approved project will be used as allocated with the understanding that once project needs are
met, gifts will be used where needed most.
Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada is a charter
member of the Canadian Council of Christian Charities.

Mailing Address 264 Woodlawn Rd. W., Guelph, ON N1H 1B6
Toll-Free 1.877.351.9344 E-mail info@mafc.org Website mafc.org

Flying for Life is published by Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada and printed in Canada. Editor Beth Round / Layout Mark Field.
Country statistics cited are taken from the World Factbook and World Health Organization. Share your comments by contacting us at
flyingforlife@mafc.org. Cover Delivering passengers and supplies to the hospital in Wamba, Kenya Photo LuAnne Cadd
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The

-YEAR
WAIT

Thanks to MAF, a missionary family is
drilling wells and bringing God’s living
water to a remote area in southern Chad.
Story & Photos LuAnne Cadd
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S

cott and Susie had been
working,
praying
and
waiting in Chad for more
than 11 years. They’ve been
drilling
wells,
teaching
hygiene, holding dental and
medical clinics, sharing God’s Word
– and waiting for someone to follow
Jesus. In a country like Chad, Scott and
Susie knew it would take time. They
moved there in 2005 with a small family
that has grown to seven. They learnt
the language and drilled more than 50
wells – explaining to families that the
gift of water was the result of God’s
unconditional love. Then, in 2016, two
sisters and two children decided to
follow Jesus. “I’ve always believed we’d
see something happen in our time
here,” says Susie. “But when it finally
happened, it was just surreal. Like…
there are actually people believing!”
For years, Susie studied the Bible with
women in the town. But when ‘Ally’
and ‘Sally’ – two sisters – made their
decision, both kept quiet about it. It’s a
dangerous thing to speak about. After
her husband abandoned her, Sally was
left with five children. Two of them,
aged 10 and 12, also became believers.
One evening at a low point, Sally cried
out to God, ‘If you’re not real, I can’t do
this. You need to show me what’s right.’
That night she had a vision in which
Jesus spoke to her, assuring her, ‘I am
the way!’ “When Sally woke up,” explains
Susie, “she wasn’t going to keep quiet

and hide her faith any more. She
decided to be bold, and that was when
the persecution began.”
The head of the family beat Sally and
her two children, took their bedding and
clothes, burnt both children’s uniforms
and books, and threatened to lock
them in the house and burn it down.
Once, before her final exams, he locked

the 12-year-old girl in her room for 11
hours on a hot day without food, water
or schoolbooks. But, like Sally and her
sister, the schoolgirl refused to recant.
The following day, she took the exams
and scored the highest in her class.
Eventually, the family patriarch tried
another tactic: ‘Stop talking about it,
and the persecution will end.’ But Sally
refused to be silenced. Scott says he and
Susie are being watched, which is why
people like Sally are key to sharing the
Gospel in a way that foreigners can’t.

Sally and Ally meet privately with other
women to study God’s Word, and Sally
speaks publicly about her faith.
The past year has been one of
answered prayer following years of
waiting. Fifteen years ago, before Scott
and Susie began their work in Chad, they
prayed that God would send someone
to a nearby unreached people group. In
September 2017, a single woman made
that commitment, following a visit to
the area with MAF. The region, which
is referred to as ‘the swamp’ because of
the flooding that occurs for six months
of the year, is completely cut off during
the rainy season.
“I honestly don’t know if this brave
woman would have heard God’s call to
come back and work with these people
if MAF hadn’t flown us down there for
the visit,” Scott reflects. “It’s impossible
to drive here during the rainy season,
so we wouldn’t have been able to get
her down there. It was MAF or nothing.”
MAF has supported Scott and Susie’s
work for years by flying in dental and
medical teams, short-term visitors, and
providing medical emergency airlifts (or
‘medevacs’). There’s a long road ahead
for the new missionary, which includes
finishing a Masters in linguistics and
learning French, Chadian Arabic and
the language of the 360,000-strong
people group, so she can translate
God’s Word. But she’s ecstatic about the
future. l

Join us
We’re taking an MAF Kodiak airplane out for a spin across
southern Ontario from July 30 - August 4.
We’ll be landing in some select locations along the way, and we’re
inviting you to stop by and see this incredible machine and meet
the Pilots who fly her.
For tour stop details, visit us at www.mafc.org/events.

Photo Mark and Kelly Hewes

OTTAWA
GRAVENHURST
KINGSTON

WATERLOO
LONDON

Previous Joy on the faces of
young girls as they finally have
access to clean water
Above A crowd gathers for the
drilling of a well in a community
Far Left Clean water pours from
the flushed out well
Left A young girl fills a pail with
clean water from the well

GUELPH

HAMILTON

DATES AND VENUES
SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
Visit mafc.org/events
for up-to-date details.

July 30
July 31
August 1
August 2
August 3
August 4

NIAGARA
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OTTAWA (pm)
KINGSTON (am) / LONDON (pm)
BRANTFORD (am) / NIAGARA (pm)
HAMILTON (am) / WATERLOO (pm)
GUELPH (am)
GRAVENHURST (am)
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MAF Pilot and western DRC Program Manager Nick
Frey describes how MAF’s Ebola response continues as
a new airstrip was opened to greatly reduce the travel
time for medical teams working on the frontlines.

story and photos by
Nick Frey

M

AF Pilots Nick Frey
and Garth Pederson
flew in to check a
newly
renovated
airstrip at Ntondo
in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC). Ntondo is
22 miles by road from Bikoro where most
cases of Ebola have been discovered
since the outbreak was declared in May.
“The purpose of the flight was to
inspect and verify that the airstrip can be
used by our Cessna Caravan for flights
related to the current Ebola outbreak in
the region,” explained Nick Frey who
is also the Program Manager for MAF’s
operations in western DRC.
The new airstrip will significantly
reduce the journey for medical teams
combating the outbreak and make it
easier for them to bring in medical
supplies directly from Kinshasa. The
journey will take just 1 hour 50 minutes
in MAF’s Cessna Caravan.
“There is interest and desire for MAF to
fly to Ntondo from the NGO community

and the humanitarian groups active in
the Ebola response. We have made the
information available to these groups
and await requests for flights,” Nick said.
Nick explained that work to
rehabilitate the airstrip was carried out
by the local evangelical church (ECC or
Elise du Christ au Congo) and funded
by donations from MAF supporters.
“Local pastor, Rev Mompongo Lyeli
oversaw the work that was carried out
by approximately 165 people,” he said.
Flights will soon be able to land after
further work has been completed. At
this early stage, there is hope that the
outbreak can still be contained. “From
what I hear in NGO forums and groups,
the situation is now well under control
with WHO and Ministry of Health doing
a good job,” Nick continued.
MAF has already flown equipment
including some generators, 5 portable
toilets, 15 stretcher-type collapsible
beds, and assorted medical equipment/
medication and sterile equipment to
Mbandaka, a city on the Congo River, a

10-12 hour drive from Ntondo. Thanks
to the joint efforts of MAF supporters
and churches, future flights will be able
to carry 800kg of precious supplies and

personnel direct to Ntondo.
Before the outbreak was confirmed,
MAF flew a medical team to conduct
testing in the area, and carried samples
from infected patients to Kinshasa for
testing. The response was swift once the
highly infectious disease was identified.
“We received calls from a humanitarian
medical NGO, asking for flights to the
area. Our pilots swung into action and
we’ve completed a total of nine flights so
far,” Nick shared. l

Above Crowds greet the plane
at the newly opened Ntondo
airstrip
Far Left Safety measures include
disinfecting the airplane prior to
departure to prevent the spread
of Ebola to other areas
Left As a precaution, MAF
Pilot Garth Pederson gets his
temperature checked upon
arrival to ensure there are no
signs of illness

You love __________ .
But did you know you can do
what you already love doing AND
help save lives at the same time?

Visit mafc.org/fundraise to
create your own campaign
or join an existing one. Then,
enlist your friends to sponsor
you using the social media
channels you already use.
participate in a long-distance
cycling tournament host a
24-hour game night organize
a car wash start a dog walking
business rake your neighbour’s
leaves host a community
barbecue teach music have a
yard sale host a fly-in breakfast
put on a concert organize a
workplace giving campaign
give up coffee for a month &
donate the money organize
a community clean up busk
or play at a local coffee shop
organize a classic car show or
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BUILDING HOPE
in

WAMBA

MAF Pilot Daniel Loewen-Rudgers has the privilege of transporting
frequent flyer Alison Curtis on one of her regular visits to Wamba
Hospital, in the remote Samburu district of northern Kenya. On this
visit, she was travelling with three members of the Calleri family,
who are supporting the development of the school in Wamba, now
teaching over 200 children in the community.

STORY KATIE MACHELL
PHOTOS KATIE MACHELL
ALISON CURTIS
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A

lison has been visiting
the
Wamba
Hospital
since 1985, after her
son
volunteered
her
educational services to
the founder and medical
director at the time, Dr. Prandoni. From
its humble beginnings as a dispensary,
today the hospital is a 200-bed
facility which houses amongst other
things operating theatres, X-ray and
physiotherapy facilities, a maternity
and new-born intensive care unit, and a
small residential home for mentally and
physically disabled children.
Thirty years ago however, services
were far less developed and in particular,

I like MAF because
of time it saves,
and the security.
Over the years
the road has been
improved, but
highway banditry
risks remain.

this challenge, and come up with
daily programmes of both brain work
and physical therapy activity, to keep
the children occupied mentally and
progressing in school work as normally
as possible. She never knows how many
children she will find when she arrives
at the hospital, or what their problems
will be, and so has to be ready for
anything when she flies in.

Over the last year she has been closely
involved with two children in particular:
Memusi Lelopeta, a young boy who
suffered severe burns and lost both his
feet trying to rescue a baby from a fire;
and Mary, a girl with cerebral palsy,
who has been rejected by her father but
whose mother is committed to both her
health and her education.
Alison has helped Memusi’s family

there was no special provision for the
education of the children who were
inpatients at Wamba, often for many
months at a stretch; no activities or
educational stimulation for them as
they passed long hours in a hospital
bed, doing nothing.
Dr. Prandoni expressed frustration
and sorrow that he was ‘fixing them
medically, but destroying them mentally’,
and so Alison’s role has been to address

Previous MAF Pilot Daniel
Loewen-Rudgers with 5Y-EST in
Wamba, Kenya
Left A child receiving treatment
at the hospital
Opposite Top Left A prototype
of the wheelchair Alison would
like to provide for Mary, a young
girl with cerebral palsy
Opposite Top Right Mary, with
her mother
Right (L-R) Passengers Alison
Curtis, Clementina Calleri,
Monica Calleri, and Luigi Calleri
arrive in Wamba
Flying For Life Summer 2018
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to get him a place at a boarding school
for children with severe physical
challenges, and although she did
not see him on this trip, she received
reports that he is doing well. He has
had surgery to release his thumb, which
had been fused into his hand by the
fire, and his legs are being prepared for
prosthetics so that he will eventually be
able to walk again.
Since Alison’s last visit, Mary had
also gone to boarding school, but the
separation from her mother proved
too hard for both of them, so she is
back at home and attending a local
school. It has been identified that she
needs a wheelchair, so Alison is already
making plans to provide one that will
be comfortable, practical and strong
enough to withstand the rough terrain
of her rural location.
Alison’s dedication to the people of
Wamba also extends beyond the walls
of the hospital compound. In recent
years, in partnership with Monica,
Clementina and Luigi Calleri who were

also on the MAF flight, she helped to start
a community nursery school, which
now has almost 200 children enrolled.
The construction of the ‘Calleri Early
Development Centre’ and the Calleri
family’s strong bond with Wamba arose
from a family tragedy: the loss of Seba,
stepson of Monica and stepbrother to
her children, who died in an accident
whilst climbing Mount Kenya in 2007.
The Calleri family wanted to maintain
a connection with the country and so,
through Alison, got involved with the
community in Wamba.
The small school which now bears
their name was originally just mud
and stick buildings, located on church
land beside the airstrip. Through their
support and oversight, there are now
two permanent classrooms, providing
a safe, secure and stimulating learning
environment. The school also has a
kitchen, so that some nutrition can
be given to the children, who might
otherwise not eat very well; and latrines
to help to encourage good standards of

hygiene.
As on previous visits, Monica and
Clementina enjoyed connecting with
the children, and encouraging them
in their learning. Combining their
creativity with Alison’s practical skills,
they painted one of the classroom walls
to look like water, and then showed the
children how to make fish out of paper
plates, to turn the wall into an aquarium.
Everyone was very pleased with the
result.
When she first started visiting Wamba,
Alison travelled by road, but for the past
15 years she has been flying with MAF.
“I like MAF because of time it saves,
and the security,” she shares. “Over the
years the road has been improved, but
highway banditry risks remain more
than my family will allow!” It was our
privilege to partner with Alison and
the Calleri Family in their endeavours
to support the community in Wamba,
where geographical and economic
isolation brings many challenges. l

Country Profile

Kenya

Some 80% of Kenya’s land is classified as
desert or semi-arid, leaving the country’s
population dependent on the annual
rain cycle and extremely vulnerable to
climate change.
Kenya is a melting pot of rich tribal
and ethnic cultures which pervade the
country’s social and political life and
occasionally spills over into violence.
Kenya’s refugee camps host a large
population of people displaced within
Kenya due to these conflicts, and are
a key destination for refugees fleeing
conflict in neighboring Somalia and
South Sudan.

Country Profile

MAF in Kenya (2017)

Population
46,790,758

Number of doctors
0.2 / 1,000 people

Distance
flown 293,659 kms

Passengers
carried 3,114

Access to improved
water (rural) 56.8%

Average income
$3,200 / year

Cargo
delivered 24,080 kgs

Hours
flown 1,200

This Page MAF aircraft 5Y-EST delivers
passengers and supplies to Wamba
Flying For Life Summer 2018
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Bringing
Healthy
Smiles
It was not your usual
dentist visit! Treatments
from the Dental Therapist
took place under the shade
of a tree and children
brushed their teeth under
a nearby garden tap.
MAF and Laynha Health
are partnering together
to bring health and
education to the isolated
communities of Arnhem
Land, Australia.
Story and photos
Rebekah Somandin
Communications Officer,
Arnhem Land, Australia

F

lying
over
the
sparse
bushland and numerous
winding rivers, the scenery
was dotted only occasionally
with a few small clumps of
houses. It felt as though we
were flying in the middle of nowhere,

with only trees out one window and the
ocean out the other. Finally we landed
in a small Homeland community on the
tip of a peninsula, a little place called
Baniyala, or ‘Stingray’.
I was accompanying Caroline
Falconer for the day, a Dental Therapist
who regularly visits many different
Homelands throughout Arnhem Land.
As I watched her treat the children with
gentleness and care, I felt privileged
that MAF could play a part in supporting
these communities through health and
education.
Caroline works for Laynhapuy
Homelands Aboriginal Corporation,
an organisation that is owned by the
Aboriginal people of East Arnhem Land.
The Board is made up of traditional
elders from all of the Homelands in the
area. Doctors, nurses and dentists work
for them under Laynha Health, travelling
out to the remote Homelands with their
skills and their culturally sensitive care.
They also employ Homelands residents
in Aboriginal Community Health roles.
Their work enables the Yolngu to
live in their traditional lifestyle while
still having access to essential health
services. This has a huge impact within
the culture, as they are assisting to
return the dignity, identity and sense
of purpose to the Yolngu as they live on
their traditional land.
As a Dental Therapist, Caroline
spends her days travelling to different
Homelands and caring for the teeth of
children under the age of 18.
Today she was applying a fluoride
treatment as a preventative for decay,
which she does every six months.
Walking around the community in
the heat of the day, she called out to
every child she could find, all of whom

she knew by name as she had been
visiting them since they were babies.
Treatments took place under the shade
of a tree and children brushed their
teeth under a nearby garden tap.
In addition to this, Caroline provides
clinical treatments in a small, very basic
clinic room. The children are quiet and
compliant under her care.
Using many words in the local
language, Caroline would talk to the
mothers and educate them on the
importance of brushing your teeth
every day. She showed graphs and
photos of children’s teeth with common
dental problems in the area. Nyuka
Dhamarrandji, the local Aboriginal
Health Worker for Laynha Health,
helped explain the photos to the young
children in their own language, telling
them to avoid sugary food and drinks.
To travel to Baniyala would take
about 3.5 hours on rough, pot-holed
dirt roads. During the wet season, the
roads become dangerous and often
impassable. In stark contrast, to fly there
was an easy 40 minute flight.
Caroline came to Arnhem Land over
10 years ago. As I talked to her it was
clear that it’s not the numbers and
statistics that matter to her, but the
relationships with the people.
“We love working with MAF as we
travel out to the Homelands,” she said.
“MAF staff have the same attitude and
care that we do. It’s about caring for
the communities in a consistent and
practical way.”
MAF partners with Layhna Health to
bring many flights like these out to the
Homelands, providing physical help
and practical support to the people in
these remote communities. l

Opposite Left Caroline Falconer,
Dental Therapist, and Sharai
Hutchinson, Dental Assistant,
happily fly with MAF to Baniyala
Opposite Right A child receives
a checkup in the clinic room
This Page Caroline examines a
child’s teeth on a hot day in the
shade of a tree
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MAF flights extend the reach of partner organisations to
help those in dire need of the basic necessities for life.
Story Jill Vine
Photos Jill Vine & Ashley Petersen

U

ganda is a natural choice
of sanctuary for East
Africans fleeing violence
in their own nations.
The country’s welcome
for refugees specifically includes the
provision of a plot of land to farm and
access to local resources.
Praised by the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees and
others, Uganda’s policies are now
benefitting a total of 1,400,000 arrivals
from neighbouring countries including
South Sudan and the Democratic

Republic of the Congo (DRC). There
are however tremendous needs among
indigenous Ugandans, with 440,000
people in need of food aid. MAF flights
from the capital Kampala therefore
continue to shine a ray of help and hope
upon whomever most needs it.
Besides serving isolated communities
in Uganda, MAF’s Caravan; 5X-LDR
also flies internationally to bring help
and hope to vulnerable people in
neighbouring countries. This quarter,
one such flight brought 12 mission
and relief workers into the east of the

Democratic Republic of the Congo. Staff organisations are not going, so we can
from Samaritan’s Purse were among fill in some of those gaps and go where
the six different groups represented on the need is greatest.”
board, and this organisation’s ongoing
Rather than be discouraged by the
ministry is part of the tremendous
scenes of man’s inhumanity to
legacy of Billy Graham.
one another which Francis has
witnessed in this current
Responding to a longterm
humanitarian
crisis, he is sustained by
seeing people receive
crisis in eastern DRC,
We’re also
Samaritan’s
Purse
help in Jesus’ name.
has established an
“I saw a woman
assessing where
operational
base
who has 12 children
organisations are
and her husband
in the town of
not going, so we can
Bunia. Away from
is lame. She said to
the spotlight of
me ‘I’m just tired.’
fill in some of those
the world’s media,
To see someone
gaps and go where
this area has seen
like that get help and
a
considerable
to
take some of that
the need is
resurgence of ethnic
load off and have an
greatest.
conflict
in
recent
opportunity to tell her
months. The spike in
about Christ is so worth it,”
retaliatory violence has caused
he states.
tens of thousands of people from both
When Francis is asked about how
tribes to abandon their homes in fear.
important MAF’s shuttle services are
for the work of Samaritan’s Purse, he
Francis Houghton, Regional Director
with Samaritan’s Purse, provides an doesn’t hesitate to respond. “Every time
explanation of how the organisation I come here from North America, which
is assisting in the crisis. “The refugees is at least four times a year, I fly with
are living in very desperate conditions, MAF wherever I am. Samaritan’s Purse
so we’ve started an initiative to provide goes to places where others don’t like to
emergency shelter (tarpaulins) and food go. We try to access the areas that are
for both tribes in different locations. We difficult to reach. Quite often they’re
are helping to coordinate assistance, only reachable by air and MAF is there to
as you can imagine in a situation like take us,” he reports. “It’s because of that
this that coordination can be the first transport and service that beneficiaries
victim. We’re also assessing where
are getting what they need.” l

Above France Houghton,
Regional Director with
Samaritan’s Purse
Main Makeshift refugee
camps sprung up in Bunia,
DRC after violence erupted in
early 2018
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ONLY WHEN
THE PLANE
COMES
Each time we land, HOPE
reaches the isolated, and
LIGHT comes into darkness.
But it only happens with
your help.
Please give generously.
photo by LUANNE CADD
Scan this code with
your smart phone
to download a
digital copy of
Flying for Life.
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